


         apri can be accessed by air or by sea. The closest airport is Naples International Airport, located approximately 9 km from the
city’s port. There is also a heliport in Anacapri and two airports in Rome. In addition, the island can be reached by hydrofoil in 30
minutes from Sorrento, 50 minutes from Positano or Amalfi and in 50 minutes from Naples.
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          otel La Palma located mere steps from the famous Piazzetta, comprises a rooftop restaurant and bar, its own beach club, a newly built pool deck, a spa
and high-fashion boutiques. Capri can be accessed by air or by sea. The closest airport is Naples International Airport, located approximately 10 km from the
city’s port. There is also a heliport in Anacapri and another airport is in Rome. In addition, the island can be reached by ferry or hydrofoil in 25 minutes from
Sorrento or Positano, in 50 minutes from Naples, and in one hour from Amalfi.
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HISTORY & HERITAGE

           otel La Palma formerly known as Locanda Pagano, is the oldest hotel on Capri since 1822. The original owner, notary Giuseppe Pagano, hosted travellers in
his villa for the pleasure of long conversations and often, his guests were artists, poets, writers, architects, painters and musicians, all who showed their gratitude by
painting the walls, writing poems, singing and playing in what was dubbed the ‘Artists’ Hotel.’ A collective of creatives began to gather from all over the world
who were inspired by the genius loci, charmed by the smooth, familiar atmosphere of this eccentric hotel.
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DESIGN BY FRANCIS SULTANA

   he original hotel on Capri is once more the chicest address on the island. Each of the 50 rooms – including 18 suites – offer its own private balcony or
terrace. The property is being transformed by Francis Sultana, a true maestro in the world of high-end interior design who, in addition to overseeing the
lobby, rooms, restaurants, swimming pool and spa, is also at the helm of La Palma Beach Club.
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50 ROOMS & SUITES

• 2 Deluxe Rooms
• 20 Prestige Rooms 
• 10 Prestige Terrace Rooms 
• 3 Junior Suites Deluxe 
• 5 Junior Suites Prestige 
• 4 Junior Suites Prestige Loggia 
• 1 Junior Suite Prestige Terrace 
• 1 Superior Suite 
• 1 Superior Suite Terrace 
• 2 Prestige Suite 
• 1 La Palma Suite



LA PALMA SUITE





         ocated on the hotel’s pool deck and accessible exclusively by resident guests, Aqua Bar offers a tantalising menu of delicious, handcrafted cocktails and light,
healthy snacks to enjoy poolside. Embodying the golden age of Capri and the island’s eternal spirit of la dolce vita, the bar is an intimate gathering spot where guests
can relax in the sun and the understated glamour of the convivial atmosphere.
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CUSINE BY CHEF GENNARO ESPOSITO

H           otel La Palma is a gourmand’s delight, under the culinary direction of Chef Gennaro Esposito. 
Esposito is a name in the region, having run his own two-Michelin Star restaurant, Torre del Saracino, for the last 23 years.
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GENNARO’S RESTAURANT

         simply, stylish step back in time to the Capri of the 1950s, Gennaro’s
embraces the timeless romance of the island, serving unpretentious,
authentic Italian cuisine. A contemporary, vibrant place that shuns
formality and celebrates the spirit and cuisine of Capri, Gennaro’s also
benefits from being right next door to the great Taverna Anema e Core.

Dimensions Capacity seated

Gennaro’s indoor

Gennaro’s outdoor

Whisky bar

La Palma Bar & Terrace

90 sqm

95 sqm

72 sqm

110sqm

40 guests

50 guests

34 guests

64 guests







Whisky

Bar





LA PALMA BAR & TERRACE







Dimensions Capacity seated

Bianca restaurant

Bianca lounge

275 sqm

155 sqm

120 guests

50 guests

BIANCA ROOFTOP

B     ianca is a glamorous, newly created rooftop restaurant and
bar open ’til late with spectacular views over the sea and Capri
Village. Bianca, also under the culinary direction of Chef
Gennaro Esposito, is the island’s chicest hangout, transporting
guests to another time and place. 









LOUNGE AREA





Dimensions Capacity seated

Indoor terrace

Outdoor terrace

85 sqm

150 sqm

50 guests

68 guests

D   a Gioia, open to non-hotel guests, visitors come from yachts and
neighbouring hotels as La Palma Beach Club becomes the meeting place of
choice on the island for long, lazy lunches created by Gennaro Esposito and
cocktails. By day, La Palma Beach Club is a playground for the great and the
good, home to carefree indulgence and the place to rendezvous and soak in
Capri’s animated social scene.

DA GIOIA BY LA PALMA BEACH CLUB







A         short drive to Capri’s southern coast, guests can discover Hotel La Palma’s elegant, yet buzzing La Palma Beach Club in the Marina Piccola,
home to the island’s most famous beaches and restaurants.







LA PALMA SPA

L         a Palma Spa is the interlude moment of unity and serenity amid balmy Mediterranean sun-drenched days and vibrant island ecstasy.
Become part of our intentive approach to mindfulness where thoughts, sensations and feelings are the gatekeepers of our essence of being and define our life
experiences. The spa offers well-appointment rooms fitted with the most luxurious and comfortable features. La Palma Spa brings together unique,
personalized treatments by Augustinus Bader and Tata Harper – a first in Capri.



OUR PARTNERSHIPS

With her chic green-glass jars, Tata Harper set a new bar for

glamour within the natural skincare space. She has taken

authenticity in sourcing to a new level, formulating and

growing the majority of the ingredients in her products on

her organic farm in Vermont.

Augustinus Bader is a premium, science-led skincare line that

launched in 2018 and is backed by the highest caliber of

applied science in the industry. The product addresses

everything from the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles to

redness and elasticity.



Hotel La Palma
Via Vittorio Emanuele 39, CAP 80073 Capri (Na)

www.oetkercollection.com


